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Outside Lies Magic is a book about the acute observation of ordinary things, about becoming
aware in everyday places, about seeing in utterly new ways, about enriching your life
unexpectedly.For more than 20 years, John R. Stilgoe has developed and practiced the art of
exploring the everyday world around us, where so much lies hidden just beneath the surface,
offering uncommon knowledge if we but know what to look for. In this remarkable book, Stilgoe
inspires us to become explorers on our own–on foot or on bicycle–and by so doing to reap the
benefits of escaping, even temporarily, the traps of our programmed lives."Exploration
encourages creativity, serendipity, invention," he writes. And while sharing his insights on how to
explore, Stilgoe provides a fascinating pocket history of the American landscape, as striking in
its originality as it is revealing. Stilgoe dissects our visual surroundings; his observations will
transform the way you see everything. Through his eyes, an abandoned railroad line is redolent
of history and future promise; front lawns recall our agrarian past; vacant lots hold cathedrals of
potential.From the electrical grid overhead to fences, malls, and main streets, Stilgoe offers a
fresh understanding of the links and fractures in our society. After reading Outside Lies Magic,
your world will never look the same again.

Published in hardcover to wide acclaim in 1998, Stilgoe "looks under,behind, beneath and
beside what most people overlook." -- New York TimesStilgoe writes like someone letting you in
on a really cool secret as he teases out the hidden meanings behind often overlooked features
of our cities and towns -- The New Yorker, April, 1998About the AuthorJohn R. Stilgoe is Orchard
Professor of Landscape History at Harvard University. He is the author of Alongshore;
Metropolitan Corridor: Railroads and the American Scene; Borderland: Origins of the American
Suburb; and Common Landscape of America, 1540 to 1845. He lives in Norwell, Massachusetts.
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Bob, “Outside Magic reveals the unknown world. I first heard of John Stilgoe on an NPR
interviews show many years ago and had looked for this book off and on. While his language
sometimes borders on floral and descriptive overkill it is a very interesting book revealing facts
and sometime unknown origins about the way America has been built. What it really does is
encourage the reader to look at their town and region for the history of it's geography and
architecture both lost and new.”

Emily Smith, “Like taking a leisurely walk with Sherlock Holmes. One of the most insightful books
I have read on the topic of cultural landscapes. Stilgoe's expertise is on early American
landscapes but he demonstrates clearly that he is as effective in assessing the modern
landscape; writing is poetic but not euphemistic. He reveals the smallest details which tell
volumes about our concepts of space and environment and the ways American landscapes
have evolved over time, and why. I read this first as an assignment for a college course on
American landscapes, and have reread it many times--I ordered a second copy as my first was
heavily annotated, and am now reading it aloud to my seven-year-old son, who loves the
descriptions and the fact that he can see so many of the examples on our own walks together.
As a graduate student of archaeology, I have found many occasions to recommend this book to
professional colleagues, but have also given it to family and friends because it is simply a
pleasure to read. If you wish to develop a habit of close observation and a deeper understanding
of both the natural and built environment, this book is an easy--and excellent--choice.”

Puzzle teacher, “Alot of good insights. What an interesting book about "under the rug" America,
the parts of our country... and of each of our communities... that is at the fringe where nobody
pays attention, but that has so much to tell us. I especially liked the section about power and
what happens when it is improperly grounded... a little scary! The style is a little funky, but if you
like this topic, this guy is the best.”

Marthelma C. Gaman, “I' just reading it now and enjoying the premise of .... I' just reading it now
and enjoying the premise of the book, allowing ourselves to really look and explore our daily
walks and surroundings. It points out a different way of seeing it and ways of seeing the history
and evolution of such common things as telephone oles and wires. Everything has a history and
even romance that we can see if we know how to observe.”

JJMerc, “Open your eyes and you will understand. The author appeared on 60 Minutes and it
was at that point that I knew I had to read his book. Years later, I have finally gotten around to it
and it really helps you to understand the background of many everyday things around you. Read
this book and you will no longer be bored on a walk around your neighborhood or even a drive
around your city.”



John Bernard, “Truely Inspiration. When you drive home everyday and pass the same buildings
you have passed for years, you forget, you forget their significance and beauty. After reading this
book I stopped just driving by this pieces of art in my city, I stopped and admired ;Admired the
beauty and historical value of something that everyone has taken for granted in todays time.”

Elizabeth Atkins, “Outside lies magic. This is a wonderful book that urges us to walk, to look
down, up and around, to observe ordinary things, such as telephone poles or gutters or trodden
paths. So much that we miss while driving a car.”

The book by John R. Stilgoe has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 47 people have provided feedback.
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